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Alternatives
This leads directly to consideration of the alternatives. Such
comparison must be based on a "like for like" basis. The
only real way is to look at alternatives based on a similar net
(that is after tax relief) annual expenditure. A comparison
based on gross annual outlay can easily produce a wrong
answer. Also, it is essential to look at how the benefits under
an alternative scheme are produced. They may well involve
assumptions based on growth and/or bonus rates and inter-
est yields. These are additional variables that can affect the
projected results of the alternatives either favourably or
adversely. The future benefits from additional involvement
in the NHS Superannuation Scheme involve no variables
other than those already existing, which influence basic
pension benefits anyway.
There is a mistakenly held opinion that a doctor can either

buy Added Years or effect a retirement annuity. In fact he

can do both-the only limitation on his participation in the
two arrangements is the amount that he can afford to pay. A
doctor can contribute to both, and to a pension policy for
his wife if she is employed. So, if a comparison is to be
made, a doctor must decide how much, after the appropri-
ate tax relief, he can afford to spend on Added Years, and
must see what benefits that expenditure will produce. He
should then examine the alternatives so that the after-tax
expenditure on them equates to the net payment for Added
Years. Consideration of the benefits under the alternatives
must take account of the additional variables that are
incorporated within them.

For a doctor forgoing tax relief on his basic NHS superan-
nuation contributions, his equivalent net annual expendi-
ture means that the maximum amount he can spend on a
retirement annuity is considerably less than may at first be
envisaged.
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Some years ago, there was a movement among educationalists to make use of rating scales to evaluate teachers'
competence.' It was eventually recognized that appraising a professional performance using this method is
highly suspect and unreliable, and leading authorities in the field have recommended that it is best to ignore
evidence based on rating scales.2 Given the known limitations of rating scales, it is disturbing that the medical
profession is advocating their use in evaluating a trainee's or a principal's performance, particularly during
consultations.

THE following examples illustrate the type of rating scales
that are becoming fashionable; they are obtained from

contemporary literature on vocational training:

Example 1. Criterion I: Information gathering. (Freeman
and Byrne, 1976)

Skills
Does the general practitioner put his patient at ease
-physically?

Very well Not very well
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

-emotionally?
Very well Not very well
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

In history taking:
Does he obtain essential information?

Very adequately Not very adequately
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Do he and his patient comprehend one another?
Very well Not very well
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Example 2. Consultation Rating Scale. (Pendleton, 1982)

Please evaluate the consultation you have just seen by
rating it on the following scales. Place a tick in such a
position along each line as to show how much you agree
with each statement.

1. Nature and history .............. Nature and history
of problems of problems
adequately defined
defined inadequately

2.Aetiology of .............................. Aetiology defined
problems inadequately
adequately
defined

3. Patient's ideas, .............................. Ideas, concerns
concerns and and expectations
expectations explored
explored inadequately or
adequately and inappropriately
appropriately

4. Effects of .............................. Effects of
problems explored problems explored
adequately and inadequately or
appropriately inappropriately
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Example 3. Criterion I: Information gathering. (Council for
Postgraduate Medical Education in England and Wales)
This criterion is concerned with the trainee's willingness,
ability and skill in gathering information necessary for
diagnosis and/or decisions.
The unacceptable trainee
follows no routine of
history-taking. He fails to
identify or does not
bother to develop salient
leads. He will not pursue
alternative hypotheses. He
does not seek information
on clinical, psychological
and social factors. His
recording is sketchy and
not systematic. He tends
to use investigations in a

'blunderbuss' fashion.

The acceptable trainee
takes a comprehensive
history when appropriate,
including clinical,
psychological and social
factors. He examines
patients thoroughly using
local, regional, systematic
or complete examination
as appropriate. His
investigations are

intelligently and
economically planned. He
records his information
carefully and uses

previous and continuing
records intelligently. He
plans investigations and
uses diagnostic services
intelligently.
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Poor Marginal Good Excellent

Example 4. Trainers, too, may be assessed. (Second
national course organizers conference, 1981)

Programme No:
Title:
Lecturer:

Programme

Boring 1 23456789 10 Interesting
Irrelevant 1 23456789 10 Relevant
Uninformative 123456789 10 Informative

Did not provoke 123456789 10 Provoked much
much discussion discussion

Educationally 1 23456789 10 Educationally
useless useful

In the above examples only a few of the items from the complete
schedules are included.

These illustrations show that there is no agreement about
such matters as the length' of a scale, the qualitative labels
which can be attached to different sections of scales, the
manner in which 'numbers' are arranged along scales or the
degree of specificity or precision used in defining scales. In
addition, it is crucial to recognize that the 'numbers' along a

scale do not denote quantities or magnitudes as we

normally understand them. They are merely convenient
labels.

Rating schedules are claimed to be a worthwhile method
of evaluation because they go some way towards
eliminating the judge's personal bias and subjective opinion
and requiring him to engage in structured and systematic
observation. Rating schedules focus the observer's attention
on particular professional skills, they help overcome the
problem of a too general and amorphous evaluation based
upon what is seen as significant by the judge.

We challenge this claim and suggest that rating schedules
are an inappropriate method of evaluating the general
practitioner's skill. As is clear from the examples, rating
scales can take different forms and some problems are

peculiar to specific instruments. In what follows we make
general points that relate to the use of these instruments to
evaluate professional performance.

Who Measures?
A printed rating schedule conveys the appearance of being
an independent measuring instrument.rather like a ruler or

thermometer.which can be used to make a record of a

practitioner's performance. This is, of course, not so. It is
always the observer who is the 'measuring device'. The
schedule is merely the printed sheet upon which he records
his judgements. Thus we need to be clear about what the
marks on a set of scales mean. The observer will watch the
practitioner's performance, make some forms of evaluation
of that performance, and then record his view as a mark on a

printed sheet. However, a variety of factors will shape what
he observes and the manner in which he completes the
schedule.

Psychological Factors

There is a set of issues associated with checking rating
scales which may be termed 'psychological' in so far as they
refer to the mental processes which influence the manner in
which raters complete schedules, independent of the
subject matter that they are concerned with. Raters are

reluctant to use the extreme categories on a scale and are

predisposed to rate towards the centre part or the more

favourable side of it. Judges do not welcome being seen

making extreme or unfavourable judgements. Recommen¬
dations for the construction of rating scales suggest that it is
best to use very few categories or to force the observer to
opt for one of two alternatives.
A justification for the use of rating scales is that they

permit a more sensitive discrimination and evaluation of the
different degrees of skill. However, the psychological
processes associated with completing schedules confound
this claim.

In addition, when an observer begins to complete a

schedule he is, after checking the first few items, likely to
record in the same region of the scale for the remaining
items. This may be because a 'response set' is established in
that the rater finds it psychologically difficult to shift over

from using one region of the scale to another when
completing a schedule. Alternatively, a 'halo effect may
influence the rater's judgement in that the impression he
gains when evaluating the first few items colours his
subsequent ratings. Observers find it difficult to isolate
mentally each item on a scale and keep this fixed in their
minds, and then independently rate the practitioner on each
item. A plausible explanation for the pattern of responses on

a rating schedule is that the observer forms a general
impression of the consultation he has witnessed, and in the
light of this holistic view completes the schedule. Thus
another claim is found to be suspect in that the focussing
upon specific skills and rating each one separately is
questionable. The schedule is more likely to be completed
as a consequence of the general impression gained.

Inference and Reliability
When a judge uses a scale in order to rate a practical
performance the items on that scale can be categorized as

having either high or low inference. A low inference item is
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one where there is little onus placed upon the observer to
make an independent, intervening judgement when shifting
his attention from what he observes to what he records.
Items such as "Is the doctor male or female?" or "Does the
doctor sit behind a desk?" are low inference ones because
the response is clear cut and does not call upon the
judgemental powers of the observer. Items such as "Does
the doctor establish rapport with the patient?" or "Does the
doctor terminate the consultation appropriately?" are high
inference ones in that they require the observer to come
between the observation and the recording of that
observation and make a judgement before rating the
performance.

Typically rating schedules are made up of high inference
items. Thus the ratings are essentially subjective. The
completed set of ratings may appear to be 'objective' or
'factual', but this is not so. They rely on the subjective
interpretation of the observer who must refer to his own
professional values and opinions in order to make his
ratings.

This point can be pursued even further. We cannot even
assume that two independent observers giving the same
rating when observing the same consultation are in fact
evaluating the doctor's performance in the same way. For
example, observer Smith may consider that establishing a
good relationship is all-important and he especially focusses
his attention upon items such as 'warm-cold' or 'seating
arrangements' and after observing the consultation he de-
cides that the doctor's performance has been good but,
because for him these skills are vital, he cannot give the
highest rating so he gives the doctor a score of four on a five-
point scale. Observer Jones, on the other hand, considers
diagnostic skill to be all-important and he focusses upon the
actual questions and procedures used by the doctor rather
than upon his social style. He considers the doctor to be a
good clinician and, since he is somewhat indifferent to the
quality of patient/doctor relationships, he simply gives the
candidate an above average score of four on all such items.
The two judges' ratings appear to be corroborated, but in
fact, the mental process each went through in arriving at his
judgement, and the significance he would attach to it, are
very different.

There is thus a paradox. On the one hand, it is possible to
collect and record reliable and factual low inference data
about a consultation which is typically unproblematic and
descriptive. We can accurately record the doctor's hair
colour or his seating arrangements, but these data are more
likely to be uninteresting and uninformative. On the other
hand, rating schedules can also be used to collect high
inference data but this evidence is unreliable, and while it
may be more directly pertinent to the appraisal of a
practitioner's performance we must treat it with circumspec-
tion because it is subjective and shaped by the perspectives
and values of the judge.

The Conceptual Problem
Rating schedules are made up of a set of scales which rest
upon explicit or implicit assumptions about what constitutes
good professional practice. To take the first example, "Does
the general practitioner put his patient at ease-physically?

. . .-emotionally?" There is a presumption that putting the
patient at ease is important and that the doctor who is able
to do so is in some manner 'better' than the doctor who
cannot. Now all reasonable men may think that it is import-
ant for the general practitioner to be able to put his patients
at ease. But this is not sufficient if a trainee is to be
measured and judged on this criterion. We must ask whether
there is independently established evidence which validates

this belief and whether it always holds true. Because are
there not particular instances where it may be preferable for
the doctor to make his patient feel uneasy? For example the
doctor may, through his manner and conversation, convey
to a manipulative patient that he is aware of the patient's
deviousness. To the voyeur of such a consultation, taken in
isolation, it may appear that the doctor's behaviour is
inappropriate and unsympathetic. In context it may well
have been a highly skilled performance by the doctor.

If we cannot validate an item, namely establish that both
the behaviour it measures and variability in that measure-
ment are associated with successful or unsuccessful prac-
tice, there is a danger that the inclusion of the item on the
scale is whimsical or arbitrary. It merely indicates what the
compiler of the rating schedule considers to be important. It
may be retorted that experienced medical men will know
what to include in such schedules. If this is the case why are
there different schedules which focus on different skills? A
close examination of any rating schedule indicates that the
compiler has an implicit 'model' of what constitutes good
practice.
We come back to the crucial point. Before using rating

schedules to judge the general practitioner's performance
we must have a clear notion of what constitutes an effective
performance and how it is to be measured. It is all too easy
to accept the rating schedule as a reliable and neutral
instrument, and allow it to 'drive' the observation and
assessment of professional skill.

The Contextual Problem
Doctors and their patients are different and each consul-
tation is to some degree idiosyncratic. Thus in order to make
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sense of scores on a rating schedule it is necessary to have
considerable background information which provides a con-
text. For example the consultation may be a brief encounter
when the doctor prescribes an antibiotic for a sore throat, or
it may be an occasion when the doctor is feeling his way
towards deciding whether or not to tell a patient he has a
terminal disease. In order for a third party to appreciate the
ratings he must have this contextual information. Now, if the
contextual information is provided, and probably the only
satisfactory way in which all parties concerned with apprais-
ing performance can obtain this information is by direct
experience (such as by a one-way mirror or a videorecord-
ing), then the information collected using the rating sched-
ule becomes redundant because the contextual information
is much more useful and apposite when discussing pro-
fessional performance than the pencil marks on a rating
schedule.

Conclusion
Contemporary opinion affirms that general practitioners
must be specifically trained to perform their role and that
their skills must be open to audit. Responsible people will be
concerned to ensure that any methods of assessment are
seen to be unbiased and impartial. Thus instruments such as
rating schedules have an initial attraction because they
appear to provide a means whereby practice can be system-
atically observed and objectively appraised.

Close examination indicates that this is not the case. The
practitioner works in concrete and specific contexts where
his practice is shaped by a variety of particular exigencies.
Professional performance can only be appraised within that
context. Any judgement by third parties must call upon
personal and professional experience about what consti-
tutes good, bad or adequate performance. Experienced
professional men of goodwill may differ in their assessment

of a consultation and the only way in which they may
resolve their differences is by informed, rational discussion.
Pencil and paper observation schedules do not provide
some form of objective arbitration.

Imagine a physician supplied with a rubber thermometer
of unknown elasticity who 'measures' his patient's tempera-
ture by observing the patient and putting a mark on the
thermometer estimating the temperature. A bizarre notion,
of course, but a comparable process is undertaken when
completing a rating schedule.
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PATIENTS' ACTIVITIES

Volunteers and primary health care

MAGGIE PLOUVIEZ

Development Officer, Health Services, The Volunteer Centre

How much do general practitioners know about volunteers? How far do they actually involve volunteers in their
work? Answers to these questions will range from the dismissive "this is nothing to do with me" to the receptive
"volunteers have an important role to play in the work of the practice". The Volunteer Centre, a national agency
giving advice and information on all aspects of volunteer activity and community involvement, is keen to
stimulate the receptive response.

MUCH of our work is directed towards people who work
with volunteers, in statutory services as well as volun-

tary organizations. In spite of the term 'voluntary organiza-
tions', many such agencies employ paid professional staff,
and may involve volunteers in work other than fundraising.

General practitioners are probably most familiar with
volunteers through the WRVS, Red Cross, St John Ambu-
lance and Age Concern. Sometimes they and the practice
team make use of services offered by a local neighbourhood
care group. There are also likely to be accessible branches
of mutual aid organizations concerned with a specific
disease-diabetes, Down's syndrome and so on. Local

MIND and MENCAP groups are often of considerable help
and support to families affected by mental illness or handi-
cap. Volunteers give different kinds of service to patients-
transport, baby-sitting, advice, support for mentally ill
people, loan of aids, practical help in crises or longterm
sickness, or marriage guidance.

Recent Developments
One current development is the location of these kinds of
volunteer services in the health centre or group practice. In
South Hammersmith a member of the Voluntary Services
Co-ordinator's (VSC) staff is based not with the others in
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